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1. Problem Statement 
Airborne skills are not just the most exciting skills of men’s high bar 

gymnastics, but because of their high point values, they are also the most important 
content of the routine. This is why the high bar finalists of the 2018 Doha World 
Championships got 48.7% of their difficulty score from airborne skills (on average and 
ignoring skill group points).  

 
Fig. 1. Airborne skills selected for guideline values (FIG, 2018). 

 

 

1 This article was written as part of a project supported by research funds from the Federal Ministry of the 
Interior, Construction, and Housing, based on a resolution of the Federal Parliament of Germany.  



 

 

 
 

2. Methods 
The technology and development of the High Bar MIS [Measurement and 

Information System ] are described by Knoll (1999), and the components and use of the 2

current MIS by Naundorf, et al. (2019). From over 1,500 routines, connections, and 
individual skills recorded with the High Bar MIS (during the 2010 Championships of 
Germany, the 2011 European Championships in Berlin, and training during German 
National Team camps), we selected the straddled hecht over the high bar (Tkatchev), 
layout Tkatchev, tucked double back over the bar to re-grasp (Kovacs), full twisting 
Kovacs (Kolman), and back uprise to layout hecht with half twist to re-grasp 
(Yamawaki). (Fig. 1.) Only those airborne skill performances were chosen for analysis 
here that met the requirements for content (complete data set, airborne skill made from 
a preparatory back giant swing) and quality (successfully performed airborne skill 
without intermediate or gross error). If a gymnast made more than one successful 
attempt [of the same skill], his data were averaged. Consequently, the data for the 

2 Translator’s note: an MIS is an integrated, synchronized, digital video and force measurement system 
developed for use in daily training. The High Bar MIS was developed by K. Knoll at the Institute for 
Applied Training Science, University of Leipzig, Germany. 



guideline values came from the straddled Tkatchevs of 11 gymnasts, 17 doing layout 
Tkatchev, 16 doing Kovacs, 16 doing Kolmans, and 19 doing Yamawakis. The following 
parameters were recorded by the High Bar MIS: 

- The force peaks (relative to body weight [G]); 
- The direction of the force vector [°] (hanging vertical under the bar 

prior to the release was defined as 0°; release was therefore made 
at a positive angle) ; 3

- The time span between force peaks [s]. 
The means and 90% confidence intervals (90% CI) were calculated for the guideline 
values. 
 

3. Results 
Between two and five force peaks were recorded to identify the 

skill-specific elementary structure of the preparatory back giant swing. In this article, the 
layout Tkatchev and Kovacs are analyzed as examples of guideline values.  

The back giant swing preparing a layout Tkatchev has a characteristic 
three deflections of the high bar. It is important to correctly perform these [three 
deflections] in space and time, transferring energy between the gymnast and the high 
bar (Arampatzis & Brüggemann, 2001). 

The three force peaks before the layout Tkatchev were an average 5.9 
(90% CI 5.6-6.2), 6.7 (90% CI 6.4-6.9), and 5.2 (90% CI 4.9-5.5) times body weight (Fig. 
2). During this skill, the bar was first deflected roughly horizontally at -89° (90% CI 
between -92° and -87°). After the recoil, there is the next deflection of the bar 
immediately before the lower vertical position at -3° (90% CI -6° to -1°). The last 
deflection then followed at 75° (90% CI 73° to 76°). The time span between force peaks 
was 0.36 s (90% CI 0.37 s to 0.38 s) between the first and second peak and between 
the second and third peak 0.28 s (90% CI 0.27 s to 0.28 s) .  4

 
Fig. 2. The force-time curve of a layout Tkatchev (Naundorf, et al. 2016). [The horizontal 
axis shows elapsed time in seconds. The left-hand, vertical axis shows relative force in 
multiples of body weight].  

3 Translator’s note: the motion of the gymnast is clockwise around the bar. Therefore, six o’clock would be 
0° and 12 o’clock 180°. From 12 back to 3 (-90°) and then 6 (-0°) o’clock again would be negative 
degrees. 
4 Translator’s note: see the illustration of the gymnast in the lower right of Fig. 4. 



 
During a Kovacs, the movements of the bar are characterized by three, 

smaller force peaks and two bigger peaks (Fig. 3.). The first three peaks occur in the  
 

Fig. 3. The force-time curve of a tucked Kovacs (Naundorf, et al. 2016). 

 



zone of the upper vertical [handstand], described in coaches jargon as “setting up” [ger. 
“Aufstellen”]. Here, the first and third force peaks occur as the bar is displaced upwards 
and the force peak between these two during a downwards deflection. On average, the 
relative force of the first peak is 2.6 times body weight (90% CI 2.4 to 2.7), the second 
peak also attains 2.6 (90% CI 2.5 to 2.8), and the third is somewhat lower at 2 times 
body weight (90% CI 1.9 to 2.2). At -193° (90% CI -197° to -189°) the bar is pulled 
during the first force peak at 13° before the upper vertical [handstand]. Even if the recoil 
of the second peak is directed downwards, for better understanding, it is placed above 
the bar (where the gymnast was), at -177° (90% CI -180° to -175°). At the third force 
peak, the high bar is then flexed diagonally upwards at -143° (90% CI -149° to -139°) at 
37° past the vertical. The difference in time of the three force peaks is a constant at 
either 0.19 s (90% CI 1.9 to 1.9) or 0.21 s (90% CI 2.0 s to 0.21 s). The significantly 
greater bar deflections during the giant swing preparing the Kovacs occurred during two 
force peaks while the gymnast was below the bar. During the first force peak, an 
average was attained of 6.2 times body weight (90% CI 5.9 to 6.6) and the second 6.2 
(90% CI 5.2 to 5.7). The direction of the bar deflection during the first peak was -52° 
(90% CI -54° to -49°) and during the second big peak, 48° (90% CI -46° to -49°). The 
difference in time was an average of 0.36 s (90% CI 0.35 s to 0.37 s). 

The results from the other airborne skills can be found in Becker (2018). 
From these analyses, a poster was created for each skill (Becker & Naundorf, 2017 a-e) 
with the most important MIS information on the skill, the specific values for the airborne 
skill, and further references. The directions of the force vectors are presented 
[clockwise] around a circle (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. A poster giving the guideline values for a layout Tkatchev (Becker & Naundorf, 
2017 d). 



 
 
 



4. Discussion 
The guideline values presented here in a poster, and for each of the five 

airborne skills, give the Olympic Support Center coaches (female and male) target 
values for the feedback process. The posters can also be used to teach development 
level gymnasts the fundamental theoretical principles behind the bar deflections. During 
the training process, the guideline values presented here need to be adapted to the 
individual performance abilities (power and flexibility) of each gymnast and replaced 
with individual target values. Depending on the possibilities to collect data, the data 
base for establishing guideline values can be expanded and the posters updated. If 
there are fundamental changes in the technique, then new guidelines have to be 
worked out. In addition to the five airborne skills described here, this process can also 
be applied to other skills, for example dismounts. 
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